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The genomic revolution is having a tremendous
impact on the study of natural variation. It is making
it possible finally to discover the molecular basis of
complex traits, a fundamental question in evolutionary biology, and a question of immense practical
importance in many other fields. The availability of
polymorphism data from genome-wide marker loci
will also make various forms of evolutionary inference, e.g. questions concerning the history of selection at a locus, much more reliable. In this review, we
discuss the impact of genomics on the study of natural variation, focusing both on technological and
methodological advances.
Genomic approaches are revolutionizing biology.
The study of naturally occurring genetic variation
will be affected more strongly than most other fields
for the simple reason that most questions in this field
are naturally “genomic”—they either concern the
whole genome, or they cannot be answered using a
gene-by-gene approach. The purpose of this review is
to describe how genomics is affecting our ability to
answer questions related to natural variation, in particular for Arabidopsis.
Natural variation is at the core of evolutionary
biology, of plant and animal breeding, and of human
genetics. For very different reasons, these fields all
seek to understand natural variation. However, it is
becoming increasingly clear that natural variation
should also be of interest to functional biology (this
point is well made in the context of plant biology by
Alonso-Blanco and Koornneef, 2000). Many genes
may have functions that cannot easily be determined
by mutagenesis or similar approaches (due to lethality or redundancy). Alleles may differ from each
other in subtle or complex ways that would be very
difficult to replicate experimentally using traditional
loss-of-function genetics (consider for example epigenetic alleles or plant self-incompatibility alleles).
Genetic studies involve natural variation whether we
like it or not because there is always a genetic background. To take a simple example, most screens for
mutations affecting flowering time in Arabidopsis
were carried out in rapid-cycling accessions that al* Corresponding author; e-mail magnus@usc.edu; fax 213–
740 – 8631.
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ready carry loss-of-function mutations in the vernalization response pathway (Simpson and Dean, 2002).
Had this work been done in one of the many
vernalization-dependent winter-annual accessions,
other genes would no doubt have turned up. Crossing mutations into different genetic backgrounds
may be a powerful method for detecting modifiers of
the mutation and can yield important clues about
function. A well-known example is the CAULIFLOWER gene, which was discovered in a cross between a standard lab accession carrying the apetala1
mutation (involved in flower development) and a
“wild-type” accession from the Ukraine (Bowman et
al., 1993).
We will consider two kinds of questions that can be
asked using natural variation. The first concerns the
genetic basis of complex traits. This is arguably one
of the most important challenges facing modern biology, and several recent reviews exist (e.g. Glazier et
al., 2002); we focus here on tools for the Arabidopsis
community, and in particular on the impact of
genomics. The second kind of question concerns evolutionary inference. We may, for example, wish to
know more about the recent history of selection on a
particular locus. The genomics revolution will
greatly increase our power to answer such questions
as well.
DISSECTING COMPLEX TRAITS

The basic method for identifying loci responsible
for variation in complex traits (so-called quantitative
trait loci [QTLs]) is genetic mapping (Glazier et al.,
2002). Traditional linkage mapping is done using
pedigrees or suitable crosses (Doerge, 2002). Recently, there has also been a great deal of excitement
regarding the use of natural populations of unrelated
individuals instead, in so-called linkage disequilibrium mapping (Ardlie et al., 2002; Nordborg and
Tavaré, 2002).
With respect to mapping, there is no fundamental
difference between Mendelian and complex traits;
the distinction is often arbitrary. In practice, however, the difference can be enormous. Genes that
contribute to variation in complex traits are much
more difficult to identify for a number of reasons (see
e.g. Glazier et al., 2002). In statistical terms, each
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allele is typically responsible for only a very small
fraction of the total phenotypic variation. As result,
very few QTLs have been molecularly identified
(both in absolute terms and relative to the number of
identified genes controlling Mendelian traits). There
are currently probably more reviews about the genetics of complex traits than there are actual results.
Despite what one might have predicted based on
allocation of research resources, most successes have
not been in humans. This is perhaps not so surprising
considering the much greater power of controlled
genetic crosses. More surprising is the number of
successes in non-model organisms, like cattle (Bostaurus spp., Grisart et al., 2002), tomato (Lycopersicon
esculentum; Frary et al., 2000; Fridman et al., 2000),
maize (Zea mays; Doebley et al., 1997), and rice (Oryza
sativa; Yano et al., 2000; Takahashi et al., 2001; Kojima
et al., 2002). One possibility is that this reflects the
traits more than the organism: The traits studied by
plant and animal breeding typically have been subject to strong directional selection and may therefore
may have simpler genetic architecture than, say, bristle number in fruitfly (Drosophila melanogaster; Lai et
al., 1994; Long et al., 1998).
In many ways, Arabidopsis is an ideal organism for
dissecting complex traits. It is highly suitable for
linkage mapping because very large numbers of offspring can readily be raised under uniform conditions. This, in combination with a relatively high
recombination rate, makes it possible to map to a
finer scale than in many other organisms. The fact
that it is naturally selfing makes it easy to construct
and maintain recombinant inbred lines (RILs) and
near-isogenic lines (NILs). As will be discussed further below, it also appears that Arabidopsis may be
highly suitable for linkage disequilibrium mapping.
Finally, the full power of Arabidopsis as a model
system for molecular biology can be brought to bear
on confirming a QTL.
A number of QTLs have been successfully identified in Arabidopsis. Two major QTLs controlling vernalization response, FRI (FRIGIDA; Johanson et al.,
2000) and FLC (FLOWERING LOCUS C; Michaels and
Amasino, 1999; Sheldon et al., 1999), were the first to
be identified as important in flowering time variation
(Simpson and Dean, 2002), although other important
loci certainly remain to be identified. A novel allele of
the CRYPTCHROME 2 photoreceptor was identified
as the cause of the EDI (EARLY DAY LENGTH INSENSITIVE) flowering time QTL (Alonso-Blanco et
al., 1998; El-Assal et al., 2001). Natural variation for
hypocotyl length light response has also been investigated at the molecular level. Functional variation
has been found for PHYTOCHROME A (Maloof et al.,
2001) and PHYTOCHROME D (Aukerman et al.,
1997), and QTL studies suggest that variation in
PHYOCHROME B (Borevitz et al., 2002) and other
loci may also be important. Finally, candidate genes
have been cloned and biochemically characterized
Plant Physiol. Vol. 132, 2003

for several QTL that control the amount and type of
glucosinolates, small molecules that assist in herbivory resistance (Kliebenstein et al., 2001; Kroymann et al., 2001; Lambrix et al., 2001).

GENOTYPING TECHNIQUES FOR LINKAGE
MAPPING IN ARABIDOPSIS

The ideas behind linkage mapping are by now
fairly standard and have been described many times
(for recent review, see Doerge, 2002; for a more extensive treatment, see Lynch and Walsh, 1998). We
note here that mapping is an inherently genomic
approach. What is changing is our ability to type very
large numbers of markers in very large samples: This
is improving at a fantastic rate. The first mapping
studies in Arabidopsis used RFLPs (Chang et al.,
1988; Lister and Dean, 1993; Clarke et al., 1995). Amplified fragment length polymorphism technology
(Vos et al., 1995) soon followed and has been effective
(Alonso-Blanco et al., 1998b; Breyne et al., 1999; Miyashita et al., 1999; Sharbel et al., 2000; Peters et al.,
2001). Single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) are
currently the most popular markers, and many techniques are available to type them in high-throughput
fashion; for example, Taq-Man (Livak, 1999), pyrosequencing (Alderborn et al., 2000), or MassArray
(Jurinke et al., 2001). Most methods involve PCR at
individual loci followed by primer extension across
the SNP. The amenity of SNPs to high-throughput
genotyping is only one of their advantages. Equally
important is their ubiquity. Levels of polymorphism
in Arabidopsis seem to depend strongly on sampling
(i.e. on what accessions are compared) but are generally higher than in humans (M. Nordborg, unpublished data). In global samples, two accessions differ
at least every 500 bp, on average (see e.g. Hagenblad
and Nordborg, 2002; Haubold et al., 2002; Kuittinen
et al., 2002; Tian et al., 2002). Large collections of
Arabidopsis SNPs are available (Jander et al., 2002),
and more are currently being developed (see below).
New methods based on oligonucleotide arrays
(Winzeler et al., 1998; Cho et al., 1999; Nordborg et
al., 2002; Borevitz et al., 2003) are attractive for several reasons. The highly parallel nature allows multiple markers to be assayed at once, dramatically
reducing individual marker cost. Analysis of a single
sample provides genome-wide coverage at high
marker density such that recombination events are
clearly defined (Fig. 1). Our recent work uses Affymetrix expression arrays as genotyping tools to
genotype more than 8,000 SFPs between two Arabidopsis accessions for a cost of approximately $400
($0.05 each). Total genomic DNA hybridization to
arrays is both a marker discovery and genotyping
platform. Bulk segregant mapping using array genotyping is a rapid and cost-effective way to map induced mutations or Mendelized QTL (Borevitz et al.,
2003). The resolution in linkage mapping is now
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Figure 1. A Columbia (Col) ⫻ Landsberg erecta RIL was hybridized
to an Affymetrix expression array and genotyped at approximately
4,000 single feature polymorphisms (SFPs) as Col in green or Landsberg erecta in red (first five chromosomes). Recombination events are
interpreted from these data (last five chromosomes). Adapted from
Borevitz et al. (2003).

limited by the number of recombination events (i.e.
the number of plants) rather than the number of
markers that can be typed. It should be possible to
localize large-effect QTLs very precisely (⬍100kb) in
large intercross populations (http://naturalvariation.
org) genotyped using arrays.
LINKAGE DISEQUILIBRIUM MAPPING
IN ARABIDOPSIS

Although linkage mapping methods are well established and included in any advanced undergraduate
textbooks on genetics, linkage disequilibrium mapping is a new and rapidly evolving field. With few
exceptions, the only relevant source of information is
the primary literature, in particular the human genetics literature. Because of this, we provide a brief
introduction here.
Linkage disequilibrium mapping differs from standard linkage mapping methods in that marker-trait
associations are sought in populations of unrelated
individuals. For example, in an epidemiological
study, we would look for markers that are over- or
underrepresented in cases compared with controls.
This idea is not new: Human geneticists started noticing associations between immunological markers
and diseases a long time ago (Aird et al., 1953).
However, for reasons that will be discussed shortly,
these kinds of associations, known as linkage disequilibria, typically only exist between very closely
linked loci. This means that linkage disequilibrium
mapping is useful for fine mapping; it also means
that it is not a practicable method unless a very dense
marker map exists. Note that because the markers
would be too closely linked to be ordered through
standard methods (if you could order the markers
using crosses, why would you need linkage disequilibrium mapping?), this means that linkage disequilibrium mapping will typically only be an alternative
720

if the region (or genome) of interest has been sequenced (or at least has a good physical map). Exceptions exist, in particular for domesticated or selfing species where linkage disequilibria may be more
extensive (see below).
Given a genome project and given modern genotyping technologies, marker density is no longer a
problem. Linkage disequilibrium mapping is becoming a standard fine-mapping tool in human genetics:
After a gene has been roughly localized using linkage
mapping, linkage disequilibrium is used to further
pinpoint the location. The canonical example of this
approach is provided by Hästbacka et al. (1992), who
narrowed a candidate region from 1 Mb to roughly
50 kb using linkage disequilibrium. The feasibility of
genome-wide screens for linkage disequilibrium is
less clear. It has been estimated that on the order of a
million markers might be needed for genome-wide
screens in humans, and even if genotyping costs
could be reduced to a few cents per marker, this
would be very expensive for an epidemiological
study of reasonable size. Much of the current debate
focuses on whether it may be possible to choose
markers intelligently based on the observed pattern
of linkage disequilibrium in smaller samples (socalled “haplotype blocks”; Daly et al., 2001; Patil et
al., 2001; Gabriel et al., 2002).
Although the basic idea behind linkage disequilibrium mapping is straightforward, the statistics are
decidedly less so. There are essentially two problems.
The first problem concerns false positives. It is easy
to see that marker-trait associations in natural populations can exist without the markers being linked to
the trait loci. A very good example is that in the
human population of San Francisco, skill with chopsticks is strongly associated with the HLA-A1 allele
(Lander and Schork, 1994). The reason is simply that
this allele is more frequent among Chinese than
among Europeans. Thus, in contrast to controlled
crosses, P values calculated for the marker-trait association due to linkage disequilibrium have no absolute meaning. The only real solution to this problem
is to use the genome as a form of control. Given
genome-wide markers, we can do several things: (a)
Attempt to infer the underlying population structure
and then seek associations within appropriate subgroups (Pritchard et al., 2000). This approach has
been utilized successfully in maize, which has considerable population structure (Thornsberry et al.,
2001). (b) Try to estimate the true probability of false
positives and adjust the P values accordingly (Devlin
et al., 2001). (c) Accept a high rate of false positives.
Decide how many candidate loci we are willing to
test directly, rank the candidates in order of increasing probability, and start testing. False positives can
be eliminated through standard F2 crosses.
The second problem concerns statistical power (i.e.
false negatives). Although it is perfectly legitimate to
test each marker for association with the trait, it is not
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very efficient. To understand why, we need to consider how linkage disequilibrium arises (for more
details, see Nordborg and Tavaré, 2002). As we have
seen, alleles at different loci may be statistically associated simply because of population structure.
However, for mapping purposes, we are interested in
those associations that are due to linkage, i.e. associations that exist because alleles at linked loci tend to
be inherited together more often than alleles at unlinked loci. In an F2 population, the strength of the
association between the alleles at two loci simply
reflects the frequency of recombination between the
two loci in the F1 generation. In natural populations,
associations are much more complex and reflect the
history of the chromosomal region. Consider a particular allele, and assume for the moment that it arose
(through mutation) exactly once some time in the
past (because mutation rates are low, this is usually a
reasonable assumption). All currently existing copies
of this allele can be traced back to a most recent
common ancestor (MRCA) of the allele. Now, consider the chromosome that carries the locus in question. Every currently existing chromosome that carries the focal allele must have inherited a
chromosomal segment containing the locus from the
ancestral chromosome that carried the MRCA. The
length of the segment shared with the ancestral chromosome depends on the rate of recombination and
the age of the MRCA. However, in general, chromosomes that share a particular allele at a locus will also
tend to share a short chromosomal segment surrounding this locus that they inherited along with the
allele (see e.g. Nordborg and Tavare, 2002). Given
sufficiently closely linked marker loci, this segment
sharing will result in sharing of marker haplotypes.
Testing for associations one marker at a time captures
very little of this information: Statistical methods that
utilize multilocus information typically have more
power but pose difficult statistical problems because
of the difficulty of taking shared ancestry into account (McPeek and Strahs, 1999; Morris et al., 2000,
2002; Liu et al., 2001).
Thinking about linkage disequilibrium this way
also helps us understand its often confusing behavior. First of all, it is clear that it must be incredibly
variable. The strength of association between alleles
at two loci depends on a number of unknown factors:
the ages of the alleles, the rate of recombination
between them, the history of mutation at both loci,
and the historical heterozygosity of the population,
to name but a few (for more details, see Nordborg
and Tavaré, 2002). Because of all these factors, it is
common for more distantly linked markers to show
stronger association than more closely linked ones.
One important practical consequence is that although
strong linkage disequilibrium may be evidence for
linkage, the absence of associations is never evidence
against it.
Plant Physiol. Vol. 132, 2003

Second, although the average rate at which linkage
disequilibrium decays does depend on the recombination rate, it also depends on population genetics
parameters. For example, chromosomes in small
populations tend to be more closely related to each
other than chromosomes in large populations; thus,
linkage disequilibrium will be more extensive in the
former. Population structure will tend to increase
linkage disequilibrium, whereas population expansions may reduce it. These factors contribute to explaining why linkage disequilibrium in humans can
extend over 100 kb, whereas linkage disequilibrium
in fruitfly rarely extends more than a few kilobase
pairs, even though the average recombination rate
per base pair differs only by a factor of four or five
(Wall and Przeworski, 2000; Nordborg et al., 2002;
Wall et al., 2002).
Population genetics also predicts that highly selfing species will harbor extensive linkage disequilibrium because recombination is only effective in
breaking up associations between alleles in heterozygous individuals, which are much rarer in selfers.
These predictions are clearly born out in Arabidopsis, in which linkage disequilibrium appears to decay
on a scale roughly comparable with what is observed
in humans (Nordborg et al., 2002). This and several
other factors contribute to making Arabidopsis a
very good candidate for genome-wide linkage disequilibrium mapping, certainly much better than humans: (a) The genome is small, which reduces costs.
(b) There is much more polymorphism than in humans, which means that there will be many more
informative markers. (c) The availability of highly
inbred lines means that for the most part genotyping
equals haplotyping. In outbred organisms, it is impossible to know the phase of the markers at two or
more polymorphic loci. (d) False positives due to
population structure can easily be eliminated by carrying out a simple cross.
A study to explore these possibilities is currently
under way. This study, funded by the National Science Foundation 2010 Project, aims to sequence 2000
500-bp fragments in each of 96 accessions from
around the world. The data will be made publicly
available. As of writing, about one-half of the fragments have been sequenced, and the data are being
processed (for more details, see http://walnut.
usc.edu).
Although Arabidopsis may be an ideal candidate
for linkage disequilibrium, it is arguably also an organism in which linkage disequilibrium mapping is
not needed. Fine mapping in Arabidopsis can always
be accomplished by testing enough offspring. However, the cost of genotyping accessions is incurred
only once, whereas genotyping in crosses has to be
done for each cross. Thus, the genotyped accessions
will be a permanent mapping resource for Arabidopsis genetics. In the end, it seems likely that linkage
and linkage disequilibrium mapping will comple-
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ment each other, just as in human genetics. An additional benefit of the 2010 study just mentioned is that
genome-wide markers for the 96 accessions, several
of which are parents of RILs, will be generated.
Array genotyping can assist both linkage and linkage disequilibrium studies in several ways. One obvious way is in confirming potential associations.
Candidate associations identified in a genome-wide
linkage disequilibrium scan need to be confirmed in
the F2 of specific crosses. Bulk segregant mapping
with array genotyping performed on pools of extreme segregants is an efficient way to accomplish
this. By analyzing several crosses, it should be possible to determine exactly which haplotypes are functionally different. It should be mentioned in this context that a general (and potentially very serious)
problem with linkage disequilibrium mapping is genetic heterogeneity. Unrelated individuals with similar phenotypes may well be similar for different
genetic reasons.
Array genotyping can also be used directly to construct a high-density (albeit lower quality than by
sequencing) haplotype map. When several accessions
are genotyped using arrays, we predict that at least
one SFP will be identified in each gene. This marker
density of approximately one per 5 kb (approximately 22,000 SFPs total) will provide a fine-scale haplotype map, which could be anchored with the highquality sequence data from the 2010 project described
above. Finally, array genotyping can be used to type
other more extensive samples from populations that
may show more extensive linkage disequilibrium
(Nordborg et al., 2002).

TOOLS FOR CONFIRMING QTL

The mapping methods discussed above are used to
predict genome regions containing functionally important naturally occurring genetic variation. State-ofthe-art genotyping technologies and statistical mapping methods can provide very narrow candidate
regions, on the order of hundreds of kilobase pairs.
However, the gene(s) responsible and the functional
change(s) ultimately must be identified, i.e. molecular
“cloning” of QTLs. The fine mapping process often
utilizes NILs or heterogeneous inbred families (HIFs).
NILs contain a small chromosome segment from one
parent containing the QTL introgressed into the background of the other parent, and HIFs take advantage
of residual heterozygosity present in RILs (AlonsoBlanco and Koornneef, 2000). HIFs are chosen that are
heterozygous only at a single QTL and, like NILs, are
used for confirmation and fine mapping. At this stage,
the QTL is said to be “Mendelized” because only a
single gene is segregating and can be followed with a
marker at a single locus. Once a narrow interval is
defined, several tools are available in Arabidopsis for
candidate gene identification and confirmation:
722

Genome-Wide Expression Arrays

If the QTL is the result of an alteration in the level
of expression of a gene, it might be identified via
transcriptional profiling. RNA is extracted from genotypes containing either QTL allele, typically the
NIL and parental control. Differentially expressed
genes in the QTL region are candidate genes,
whereas differentially expressed genes that are unlinked to the QTL are part of the molecular phenotype and are a consequence of allelic variation at (or
linked to) the QTL. Transcriptional profiling can also
be done on pools of extreme RILs that are likely to be
fixed for QTL in opposite directions. A further advancement involves sampling from different environments to identify genes differentially expressed
only in the correct environment. To assign confidence
to gene expression differences, independent biological replicates are used. Thresholds and false discovery rates are determined via comparison with a permutation distribution (Tusher et al., 2001). It must be
noted that gene expression studies between different
accessions will not discriminate between true gene
expression differences and hybridization polymorphisms; however, both can suggest functional
candidates.
Identification of candidate polymorphisms in coding regions through array hybridization (Borevitz et
al., 2003) and direct sequencing can also suggest QTL
candidate genes. It may be valuable to compare the
identified polymorphisms to expression data and
vice versa.
Knockout (KO) Collections

A nearly saturated collection of T-DNA KO lines is
available (http://signal.salk.edu/). This is especially
valuable for screening a collection of KO lines that
cover most genes in a QTL interval for quantitative
phenotypes. Once identified, the correct KO line can
be used as a background for transgenic experiments
or quantitative complementation. KO lines are available in both the Col (http://signal.salk.edu/) and
Ws-2 backgrounds (Sussman et al., 2000). Natural
alleles, whether change of function or null, are compared with KO lines for a similar phenotype.
Complementation Tests

Traditional complementation tests between recessive alleles can be used to test specific QTL candidate
genes (Doebley et al., 1997; Maloof et al., 2001).
Quantitative complementation, originally developed
in fruitfly (Gurganus et al., 1999; Mackay, 2001), is an
extension of the traditional test for partially dominant alleles. This test compares the QTL effect over a
third allele or a null mutation in the candidate gene.
The test directly compares the quantitative phenotype of four F1 lines (Parent1/test line, Parent1 QTL
NIL/test line, Parent1/test line with null, and Par-
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ent1 QTL NIL/test line with null). If the candidate
gene is responsible for the QTL, then it will quantitatively fail to complement the null mutation. This is
detected as a significant interaction between the QTL
genotype and the presence or absence of the null
mutation in the test line. A significant interaction is
evidence for the correct QTL gene; however, epitasis
is an alternative explanation. Furthermore, lack of
interaction could be caused by simple additivity of
alleles; therefore, this test cannot rule out a candidate
gene. It is especially useful that large collections of
KO lines are available for Arabidopsis in two different backgrounds. The reciprocal hemizygosity test is
related to quantitative complementation and makes
use of null mutations in reciprocal backgrounds
(Steinmetz et al., 2002).
Transgenics

Finally, the most direct way to confirm a QTL gene
is to place the corresponding DNA fragment directly
in the reciprocal background (El-Din El-Assal et al.,
2001). This is readily done in Arabidopsis and other
experimental systems. Position effect can be overcome by analysis of multiple independent transgenic
lines. Alternative alleles can also be transformed into
a KO background to avoid interaction with the endogenous allele. Furthermore, chimeric alleles or
ones created with site-directed mutagenesis can be
used to determine the precise functional change(s).
EVOLUTIONARY INFERENCE

We conclude by briefly discussing the impact of
genomics on evolutionary inference from polymorphism data. This field is concerned with the past:
migrations and demography (e.g. Innan and Stephan,
2000; Sharbel et al., 2000) or selection on particular
alleles (e.g. Tian et al., 2002). Because evolution is a
slow process, direct experimental evidence is never
available. The general approach employed in this
field has been to compare the data (or some particular feature of the data) with expectations under some
theoretical model (explicit or implicit) and then decide whether the model fits the data. The decision
making has sometimes involved sophisticated statistics and sometimes no statistics at all (for review, see
Rosenberg and Nordborg, 2002). To make this more
concrete, consider the following example. Hudson et
al. (1994) sequenced 10 copies of Sod from fruitfly
sampled in Barcelona. The 1,410-bp fragment sequenced contained a known SNP resulting in an
amino acid polymorphism. Five of the sequences
carried the allele known as “Fast-A” at this locus, and
five carried the alternative allele. Interestingly, it was
found that the five “Fast-A” sequences were completely identical, whereas the other five were all different and contained a total of 55 polymorphic sites.
Computer simulations based on a standard populaPlant Physiol. Vol. 132, 2003

tion genetics model that includes no selection revealed that under the model, such a skewed sample
would practically never be observed. An alternative
explanation (favored by Hudson et al., 1994) is that
selection has increased the frequency of “Fast-A” so
rapidly that there has been no time for mutation (or
recombination) to make the “Fast-A” haplotypes different from each other.
The problem with this approach is that there are
often several alternative explanations. In particular,
it is has long been known that demographic events
can cause patterns of polymorphism that exactly
mimic those expected under selection (Kreitman,
2000; Nordborg, 2001). For example, a population
bottleneck followed by rapid growth can cause the
kind of skew observed by Hudson et al. (1994). However, although selection acts on particular loci, demography affects the whole genome. This suggests
that to detect selection, we should use the rest of the
genome as control, analogously to what was described for linkage disequilibrium mapping above.
We can either use the genomic data to develop more
realistic null models or, more rigorously, simply
compare our candidate locus with the rest of the
genome. To continue the Sod example, if Hudson et
al. (1994) had sequenced 1,000 other loci in the same
sample and found that Sod showed the most extreme
skew, then this would be strong evidence in favor of
recent selection. Note that this approach requires
prior beliefs about which loci have been subject to
selection. Searching the genome blindly for loci that
have been subject to recent selection is much more
difficult because unlike the situation in linkage disequilibrium mapping (which can be confirmed in a
new cross), it is usually impossible to verify independently that a locus has been under selection. Thus,
simply ranking the top candidates is not a good
option. It is necessary to use statistical models to
determine what is due to selection. These models
should be developed using the information in the
data. Screening the genome for selected loci using
standard models (e.g. Akey et al., 2002) is just the
first step. Inference about historical demography will
benefit from the availability of genomic polymorphism data for exactly the same reason (Rosenberg
and Nordborg, 2002).
Arabidopsis has played an important role in helping
population geneticists realize how difficult it is to
disentangle the effects of selection and demography.
The standard approach of detecting selection by rejecting the standard neutral model was largely developed in fruitfly, a species that was believed not to
have strong population structure. Many years of polymorphism studies in fruitfly failed to find much evidence of selection (Hudson, 1996). In contrast, the first
polymorphism survey in Arabidopsis was able to reject neutrality (Hanfstingl et al., 1994), and it quickly
became evident that this was the rule rather than the
exception (Aguadé, 2001; Hagenblad and Nordborg,
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2002). Although it is possible that selection is more
ubiquitous in Arabidopsis than in fruitfly, a simpler
explanation is that population structure causes deviations from the standard neutral model on a genomewide basis in the former but not the latter.
CONCLUSIONS

Our ability to identify the molecular basis for naturally occurring phenotypic variation is improving
rapidly thanks to technological and methodological
advances. This will be of great benefit to many areas
of biology. Evolutionary biology, in particular, will
be revolutionized because it will finally be possible to
study genes that matter in populations.
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